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Dear Readers of the UnitCargo´s World,

W

e are in the first quarter of 2020, and with the
new year we have set some new goals. UnitCargo’s credo for the 2020 is: connecting
flows. Our core business has evolved over the years
ever since UnitCargo was founded with a vision and
profound belief in a better logistics world. Our slogan reflects that, while we work hard for it and live it
every day. In this regard, we are using teamwork and
professionalism not only to ensure the safest possible
transport, but to minimize the empty miles and CO2
emissions, which is a great challenge for everyone in
this industry. That being said, UnitCargo puts even
more emphasis on the “connecting flows” concept in
2020 in the sense that all our branch offices work hard
to ensure that every transport is monitored and conducted professionally, safely and without empty miles
and with as little CO2 emissions as possible. “Connecting flows” is not as easy to implement in practice
and maintain as fancy a notion as it sounds, because
connecting requires respectful communication, listening and finding solutions quickly. But our team
has been evolving with this vision all these years, and
we are therefore proud that this credo has emerged,
in fact, as a result of our past experiences and challenges. Our credo is our inspiration for 2020 and we
celebrated this at our Christmas party, among other
things, which you will be able to read more about in
the following pages. And it is an honour for me to witness mutual inspiration every day at UnitCargo.
It wasn’t any less honourable to be nominated for Logistics Manager 2019 by the international weekly Austrian magazine “Verkehr”. It was an honour, above all,

to be nominated alongside successful individuals like
Mrs. Ursula Schibl (AV Logistic Center GmbH) and
Mr. Günther Ofner (Airport Vienna AG). On this occasion, I would like to thank “Verkehr” as the initiator
of this ethical nomination, and a fantastic organization
of the event. Also, congratulations to the winner once
more, Mr. Ofner. UnitCargo lives according to sports
values and I, as UnitCargo’s CEO, appreciate fair play
and this kind of nomination is certainly flattering for
me and motivation for new ventures.
Find out in this issue of our magazine not only what
marked the end of 2019, but also how we started in
2020 at full speed and we have no intention to stop.
After all, the year has just begun.
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Enjoy the reading!
With orange regards,
CEO Davor Sertic

www.unitcargo.at
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CHRISTMAS PARTY REVIEW

C

hristmas parties are a big thing in Austria
and, naturally, UnitCargo likes to maintain the tradition. Following the success in
2018 we returned to the Parkhotel Schönbrunn
in Vienna for our 2019 event, which was attended by our teams and the highest number of team
members from all the UC branch offices. Though
inter-branch meetings and UC Academy are a

UnitCargo celebrated another successful
year with the main representatives of its
branch offices and holds on to the same
motivation & joy while welcoming the
holidays & the New Year 2020.

tion to a delicious dinner, pleasant conversations,
shared anecdotes, good music and dancing, this
common feature of our organisation, the annual year was no exception when it comes to rewardChristmas party is the only time we can all come ing the results that UC is particularly proud of.
together to celebrate a successful year; this time Awards time this year had 3 categories: the Best
nearly all team members participated. In addi- Traffic Manager 2019 of each branch office, the Best
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ORANGE SPIRIT:
Our team and the highest
number of team members from all UC branch
offices was enjoying the
dinner, great musik and
sharing anecdotes.

“A COMPANY IS ONLY AS GOOD AS ITS PEOPLE”: Thank YOU for reminding us about
that! Our team and the highest number of team members from all UC branch offices.
Sales Manager (incl. Key Account Manager) 2019
for the whole UC group and the best Support Role
(Accounting, HR, Ferry Management, Tender &
Quality Management, Marketing etc.) 2019 for the
whole group.
In the following photos you can find out more
about this year’s winners of our awards, who we’d
like to congratulate on this occasion as well. This
year, moreover, the most successful branch office

for the “deal of the week”, an aspect duly overseen
by UC management throughout the year, was also
rewarded. The successes at UnitCargo are, as you
can see, always rewarded, so we hope to see further team productivity, like in the past, and in 2020
to continue to build a better world of logistics together, because that is the vision we all follow.
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THE BEST DEAL OF THE WEEK:
UnitCargo Romania has shown the
most success in this category for
2019, and the award was presented
by Ines Kiszala (UC Quality Manager
and Davor Sertic (CEO).
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LOGISTICS MANAGER OF THE YEAR 2019

UnitCargo proudly presents: Our CEO
was nominated for the Logistics Manager
of the Year 2019!
In his opening speech, Transport Minister Andreas Reichhardt emphasized the great importance of the Austrian logistics sector, in which
400.000 people are directly and indirectly em-
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ployed. It is the backbone of the domestic export
economy, the Federal Minister emphasized.
The readers and the advisory board of the international weekly magazine “Verkehr” have elected Günther Ofner, member of the board of Vienna International Airport, as Logistics Manager of
the Year 2019, a man who has been responsible
for the infrastructural development of Vienna International Airport in an outstanding manner. Ursula Schibl (Managing Director of the AV Logistic
Center) and Davor Sertic (Managing
Director and owner of UnitCargo)
were also nominated.
FreightHub from Berlin was chosen as the start-up of the year
2019. The young company is a
digital freight forwarder that
focuses on the Asia-Europe route. The combination of technology and
logistics
know-how
is the unique selling
proposition of this

company. Quehenberger Logistics was awarded
this year’s Logistics Brand of the Year in the category Contract Logistics. The other two nominated
brands were DB Schenker and Duvenbeck.
Over the course of the 2019 logistics election,
three new partners were accepted for the domestic umbrella brand “Austrian Logistics”. Currently, more than 30 companies are brand partners of “Austrian Logistics” (UnitCargo as well).
Chocolatier Josef Zotter, who produces more
than 500 different types of chocolate in Riegersburg, Styria, was the honorary speaker of the
evening, sharing his experiences in obtaining raw
materials and using emission-neutral logistics
tools to improve his business.

FULL HOUSE:
The Logistics
Election of the Year
2019 in ÖAMTC
mobility center in
Vienna.

Davor Sertic,
UnitCargo CEO
and Bernd Winter,
editor in chief of the
weekly magazine
“Verkehr”
(from l. to r.).

Photos: Verkehr/Moni Fellner, iStockphoto

O

n November 13th of 2019, the Logistics
Election of the international weekly magazine “Verkehr” took place for the eighth
time. In the futuristic-looking ÖAMTC mobility
center in Vienna, the winners were presented
with the awards for the logistics manager, the
logistics start-up and the logistics brand (in the
category contract logistics) of the year in a festive setting and in front of a full hall of over 200
guests from the Austrian and European transport
and logistics industry.
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nitCargo has drawn a positive balance after operating
in Serbia for more than a
year. Recently, a Serbian Economic Delegation visited the company
headquarters in Vienna.
For Davor Sertic, founder and

Sertic added, speaking for the magazine Verkehr: “Besides Austria,
Germany and the Benelux countries are among Serbia’s largest
economic partners. We want to
benefit from this”. In addition to the
positive economic outlook, Sertic
also sees the downsides in Serbia.
One has to learn to deal with the
With our Serbian office in Novi Sad, we want sometimes longer customs formalto expand our activities in the region and op- ities at the Serbian border. Also,
language skills are important on
timise our balance in traffic and empty mileage”.
site and it is necessary to understand the occasionally complicatowner of UnitCargo, one thing is bian office in Novi Sad, we want to ed labour laws if you want to be
certain: “We follow our customers expand our activities in the region successful on the Serbian market.
within our corridor. Many of them and further optimise our balance in UnitCargo was honoured to host
have moved their productions traffic and empty mileage”.
the Serbian Economic Delega-

“
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from Asia to Serbia due to the stable political situation and proximity
to the European market. We want
to use this opportunity for our
benefit. We see ourselves as leaders in the truckload sector from
and to Scandinavia. With our Ser-

Photos: UnitCargo, Chamberce of Commerce and
Industry CCI Vojvodina, iStockphoto

A SERBIAN ECONOMIC DELEGATION
VISITED UNITCARGO

tion not long ago, while having
previously visited them at their
booth at the Tourism Fair in Vienna. The meeting was attended by the Serbian Ambassador
in Austria Nebojša Rodić, Nada
Knežević, representative of the
Serbian Chamber of Commerce
in Austria, as well as representatives of the Chamber of Commerce of Vojvodina and the
President of the Association of
Serbian Entrepreneurs in Austria.
It was hosted by Davor Sertic,
UnitCargo-CEO, Vladislav Nedić,
Sales Manager of UnitCargo Serbia and Sandra Sretenović, UnitCargo Marketing Manager. After a productive meeting, it was
clear that the omnipresent economic optimism foreshadows excellent cooperation between the
Serbian Chamber of Commerce,
the Vojvodina Chamber of Commerce and UnitCargo Serbia.

The meeting was
attended by His
Excellency, Serb
ian Ambassador
in Austria Nebo
jša Rodić, Nada
Knežević, repre
sentative of th
e
Serbian Chamb
er of Commerc
e
in Austria, as
well as Boško
Vučurević, Presi
dent of Chambe
r
of Commerce of
Vojvodina.

Connecting flows:
UnitCargo was
e
 oanored to host th
h
Serbian Economic
Delegation.
A productive m
 eeting and
the economic optimism on
both sides foreshadows
an excellent cooperation between the Serbian
Chamber of Commerce,
the Vojvodina Chamber of
Commerce and UnitCargo
Serbia.
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MORE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE IN THE LOGISTICS SECTOR
Comment by

T

SUPPORTING QUALITY,
SUPPORTING GET2GETHER SOUND!

Grašo. (from l. to r.)
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lytics and to use modern dashboards for planning and
business management. The solution provides our staff
with an optimum perspective on all business data,
which are stored only once and can be traced back
to the origin. With the single point of truth, we can
always see where our figures came from and ensure
that we at UnitCargo are always speaking the same
language.
In order to get the most out of the solution for data
integration and analytics and to press ahead with the
progression to a data-driven business, we have placed
our trust in the Qlik Competence Center of CP Corporate Planning AG. Our partner’s know-how and
many years of experience make it possible for us to
develop data-driven projects in a timely and cost-effective manner.
So that you, too, can benefit from this, the cooperation with Corporate Planning is now entering its next
phase. In collaboration with UnitCargo GmbH, the
Qlik team is developing a dashboard with relevant
KPIs and other logistics benchmark figures in order to
raise the digital standard in our sector.

Photo: iStockphoto

audience to enjoy more concerts performed by first-class
musicians. After the positive
feedbacks and sold-out tickets for the initial concerts, the
organisation knew they were
on the right track. Since the
ladies themselves enjoy live Silwija Galic (G
et2gether Sound),
music and the power of the Sandra Sretenovic
(UC Marketing
perfectly skilled team, the Manager)
and
Kristina
Cavar
name “Get2gether sound” (Get2gether Sound)
. (from l. to r.)
was chosen.
Regarding collaboration with concert, but also to provide comUnitCargo, Get2gether says the fortable and adequate accommofollowing: “Naturally, such con- dation for the singer and his band.
certs are not possible without the To our great joy, we have a partsupport of prominent and well- nership with “Theater Akzent”
known sponsors. We are very (Vienna) where our concerts are
careful in selecting sponsors and held and this time all 450 tickets
we are glad that UnitCargo fits our were sold, which we announce
top category. Thanks to the great with great pride. The ambience on
support we received from Unit- that special evening was excepCargo, we were not only able to tional and for us personally it beprovide guests with the opportu- came a great memory, as we have
nity to enjoy a spectacular
gained not only new friends,
but also special sponsors that
Supporting quality,
are worth appreciating like
supporting one of the
UnitCargo” - S
 ilwija
best musician: Our
and
Kristina
marketing manager
affirm for our
with the star - Petar
Journal.

Photos: Get2gether Sound/Drago Palavra, iStock

U

nitCargo is happy to support and sponsor the values
our team lives by, which is,
above all, support of quality. So
we gladly endorsed the concert of
one of the most famous and highly
regarded Croatian singers - Petar
Grašo, which was organized by
the association Get2gether Sound.
Seeing the full auditorium and the
audience dancing and clapping,
we knew that this collaboration
was a complete hit!
The association Get2gether Sound
was founded in the fall of 2016 by
two women: Kristina Cavar and
Silwija Galic. UnitCargo is especially supportive of such business
initiatives in the name of diversity
in business, but also of equality in
both opportunities and gender.
As Get2gether brought us closer
to their vision, we were told that
it was, from the outset, based on
the goal of enabling our Vienna

here is hardly a topic that interests us more
at UnitCargo than that of advancing digitisation. As an international logistics provider, we
are working hard to overcome the challenges of increasing complexity and to get the most out of the
ever-expanding data sets. We know that only those
who know how to exploit the wide-ranging potential
can succeed in shaping the digital transformation and
satisfy the growing demands of their customers. And
that is precisely our goal.
Companies that want to make themselves fit for the
future, but that rely on standard software or basic
spreadsheet applications to achieve this, soon come
up against their limits. We realised this several years
ago, which is why we have been counting on Qlik
platform products since 2014. Not only has the professional Business Intelligence solution made it possible for us to take the next step towards a fully digitised and standardised workflow, but it also helps us
to be better equipped for the future.
The Qlik platform enables us to uncover new insights
into our data with the help of interactive visual ana-
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM NORDIC NATIONS?
Scandinavia is often referred to as the leading region when it comes to livable cities, and now with
the establishment of a new university course in Nordic urban planning, ideas emerge about implementing this approach in other areas. Scandinavia is especially important to us, as UnitCargo’s top
clients come from this area and we find it both influential and interesting. UnitCargo appreciates the
“simplicity with style” that Nordic nations are generally distinguished by.
ture connects most major cities (where cycling
is made possible everywhere) and long-distance
trains and buses are typically equipped with
WiFi. There are, however, sceptics working in
the field who believe singling out Nordic methods as a global ideal shouldn’t be imperative.
James Taylor Foster, a British curator at ArkDes,
the Swedish Centre for Architecture and Design in Stockholm, believes that urban planning
should be about inclusivity and that the Nordic concept of Jantelagen, which discourages
standing out from the crowd, can be in the way
of embracing challenges and adaptation for the
future. Valentin Lane argues that courses such

Photos: iStockphotos

There are so many places that can learn
from Nordic perspectives on planning,”
says Camilla Boye Mikkelsen, a 27-yearold Danish student enrolled in
the course. The commuters
are used to taking the
train, bus or cycle to
work, instead of driving. In the Nordics, a
strong rail infrastruc-

as this one should promote diversity, and cites
the example of outdoor pavement seating areas
at city centre restaurants and cafes in Stockholm, despite Sweden’s cooler climate. David
Pinder of Roskilde University believes the Nordic
way shouldn’t be overly celebrated just yet. He
points out the importance of raising questions,
the downsides of development, affordability and
growing inequality.
Student Camilla Boye Mikkelsen, a Copenhagen-native, although biased, argues that the
course promotes the region as an inspiration for
other cities rather than a set of rules to “copy”
and “paste” from. Adapting the Nordic model to
other particular cities and making it work within
a city’s unique tempo is her deduction and a key
takeaway from the course. At the end, we all do
believe in a better world, so maybe is the homework for all of us: how can we adapt the Nordic
model to our city?
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Nordic N
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stead
We believe in a
better (logistics)
world: how can
we adapt the
Nordic model to
our city?

Source: BBC
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